Overview

From planning and scoping to onboarding and remediation, our Pentest Program Manager provides the strategic guidance and partnership needed to take your pentesting program to the next level.

Whether your organization has tens, hundreds, or even thousands of applications, keeping track of your assets and the teams responsible for their development, maintenance, and security can be an operational nightmare.

That’s where our Pentest Program Manager comes into play. From day 1, you’ll be partnered with a seasoned security consultant to help with asset identification, prioritization, pentest setup, integration support, recurring security roundtables, strategic planning, and more. Consider your Pentest Program Manager an extension of your security team.

Key Benefits

- Optimize the end-to-end pentest process with team onboarding, technical scoping, strategic planning, etc.
- Reduce tribal knowledge by capturing key asset information within the platform and onboarding new teams and team members.
- Understand the unique risks associated with physical device access.
- Ensure that pentesting is not done in a silo, but is informed by their wider security strategy.
- Reduce likelihood of wasted credits through high touch service.
Offering Details

Onboarding for All Teams
From account setup to platform walkthroughs, we’ll ensure your teams have the information they need to succeed. Additionally, we’ll be available to provide comprehensive platform walkthroughs for your teams in a group setting.

Strategic Planning
Starting with your end goals in hand, we’ll help you build out an optimal testing plan based on asset criticality and business needs. We’ll also provide ongoing scheduling guidance to enhance your pentest program’s effectiveness.

Define Scoping with Dev Team
With a deep understanding of your applications, we’ll help define the information required for each pentest. This ensures that your teams are providing the maximum information to the pentesters, which in turn improves the value of each pentest.

Pentester Guidance
We’ll go beyond monitoring active pentests, providing additional guidance based on technical and operational knowledge. For example, if a Pentester is not sure where they should focus their time between two features, we’ll provide guidance based on intel gathered in the initial scoping.

Technical Remediation Guidance
We’ll partner with your internal teams to help track and manage remediation efforts. While your internal teams will make the fixes, we’ll provide guidance every step of the way, as well as follow up on a regular cadence to help track remediation versus target.

Quarterly Maturity Assessment
Utilizing objective scoring and concrete guidance, we can help take your program to the next level. Each assessment will be done using Cobalt’s framework for maturity, which is based on data from our 800+ customers.

Don’t see what you need? If you can dream it, we can build it. Reach out to us at professional_services@cobalt.io.